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Abstract

With the development of human society, urban space is gradually driven by the
capital. The city is shaped by the capital, rather than human needs. It is no longer the
place which is gradually formed after the daily needs of citizens. It is not the home
for people to enjoy freedom, equality and their own interest. Social segregation,
gentrification, space hegemony and classification happen in every city. Urban space
becomes a complicated complex. Useless public areas become leftovers because it
has nothing to do with the economic development. Plaza, as the most common
public area, which is most related to everyone, may have more chance to solve this
and help everyone to reclaim their right to the city. By rethinking about the urban
context and the basic human needs, plazas are not leftovers but convivial spaces to
attract every citizen and meet their needs. People can communicate with others, the
environment and society. The city belongs to citizens.
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Introduction

During the period of development, modern cities always have a strong connection
with capital. The government, real estate developers and smart businessman hold
the urban space tightly as their capital. Urban spaces are transformed into necessary
commodity driven by capital for ordinary people which then causes gentrification,
space hegemony, classification and so on. For instance, people from small towns are
keen to first-tier cities because big cities represent chances and easy cutting-edge
information access. But these newcomers can only live in the remote urban area and
take hours of time to work because the local developers raise the central city housing
price. Even for local citizens, it is very often to see that they own their 80 sqm houses
and pass through city public area every day. It is money decides which urban area
you can use even for some public spaces, but not who you are or what you really
want.

New modern cities are the stages for people to achieve their dreams. They are more
like machines, tools, and containers rather than the comfortable home with the close
neighborhood, nice natural scenery and human-scale streets. For metropolitan, some
of these situations carried by rapid urbanization may be an unknown problem.
Others, like the use of urban public space, could have better solutions.

With the rapid development of modernization and urbanization, cities are no longer



only houses where people with their families and friends used to live in. Modern
cities are delicate, well-planned and with numerous population. People can enjoy
their private time in their own houses, and can also hang out in the public urban
space to enjoy their civil right. City, from public space to private room, turns out to
be a multifunctional complex with complicated social, economic, natural elements
and runs after a certain regulation to keep itself effective. Different from ancient
cities which are built slowly based on the real needs of citizens, modern cities are
mostly designed before people move in and always with a large-scale blueprint,
which results in the lack of humanity and lots of leftover urban spaces. The urban
planners cannot know exactly what citizens will need when doing the design. Cities
develop so fast to adjust itself to human needs. In the end, urban citizens get lots of
so-called public space but don’t know how to use it as a comfortable way. More
important, these large amount public space is the place to show equality. Not only
human equality but also how different kinds of people can use the city equally.

1. The Right to the City

The city is a great invention during the development of human civilization. Since the
industrial revolution happened in the 18th century, the accelerated urbanization has
greatly promoted the expansion of urban spaces. The economic production, human
ideology, communication system, political environment are deeply rooted in the
urban space where we live. The fast progress of the city promotes the rapid
development of human society and influences their life. In the meantime, however, it
also causes prominent urban space problems such as space deprivation, poverty,
spatial polarization, spatial hegemony and space ecological environment issues, etc.
These spatial problems make people have no right to freely choose and create
different urban space. Things can even be more complicated that people cannot
justly obtain the right to housing, transportation, public space, and social welfare,
and cannot enjoy the right to the justice space allocation arrangement. The urban
space is controlled by capital and a small group of people who own enough capital,
rather than its use value. Urban citizens fall into the contradiction of human rights
and the reality which becomes serious urban problems on the contrary.

As Henri Lefebvre mentioned in his book The Right to the City, Urban rights are the
rights of the urban community. They are the rights of urban citizens. They include the
right to enter the city, the right to live in the city, the right to participate in the city,
and the right to use and shape the city equally.

2. Public Spaces

What is the public space? Is it the park we hang out with our friends after lunch, the
street we pass through every day when we are going to work, or the big shopping
mall that opens from 10 am to 9 pm? People can agree if we call all of them the
public spaces. Be open for everyone, almost have no privacy, include every kinds of



human activities, that’s the public space. Unlike private spaces such as houses and
offices, public space is more widely associated with everyone. Based on the book
People Places: Design Guidelines for Urban Open Space written by Clare Cooper
Marcus and Carolyn Francis, we can classify public spaces into four categories, which
are the plaza, the community park, the park, and the public spaces with specific
usage. They have different social roles and among them, the plaza and the park
assume the most public social functions. The difference between these two is the
amount of greenery, so in order to simplify the name, we will call both of them the
plaza.

At the first beginning, in some European cities such as Prague and Roma(Fig.1), the
plazas are the place for policy announcement, national celebration and all of the
other urban public activities. With the development of modern cities, these different
urban activities are dispersed into specific buildings such as the stadium and the
conference hall. As a result, during the development of modern cities, the planners
treat plazas as large-scale lawns which are used for the aimless hang-out and the
need for the inside-city greenery. They focus more on the architecture and the
private space but not the plaza anymore. People begin to shut down their doors and
regard the beautiful streets only as a way to pass by without any other interesting
public functions. After losing all of the social functions and be transformed into
urban greenery, the plazas also lose their vitality and so as the whole society. The
“Brasilia style” (Fig.2) came out and modern cities lost their humanity in terms of
public spaces.

Fig.1. Roma Square assembly
Source: www.google.com



Fig.2. Brasilia Urban Planning
Source: www.google.com

With the growing public concern on the human being themselves after the rapid
industrialization and urbanization development, the society gradually starts to focus
on restoring the public city environment. The city planners realize the importance of
public activities which can provide both people and the society with convivial life and
reduce the tiredness after the dull mechanization. People are encouraged to go out
of their private space and join social activities. In order to change people’s habit of
living indoor to outdoor, the design of public spaces become a crucial topic for city
planners and architects. People become the focus of urban design. The plaza, as the
place which used to hold most of the public human activities, finds its role again.

The function of the plaza is quite obvious. For the urban environment, plazas are the
only places which could have a large amount of greenery. The rapid development of
the modern city brings cars and hard pavements. With the construction of high-rise
and concrete buildings, cities suffer from the urban heat-island effect, air pollution
and water shortage. As the only choice for cities to relief these environmental
problems, plazas not only provide cities with greenery but also the species diversity.
They create the artificial nature inside of the cities. With the help of different
creatures living in these artificial nature, plazas produce the energy and resources
people need. Besides of these ecological functions, the plaza also creates a convivial
space for the human to run away from the cold “concrete forest”. It is the place
where you can stay with different people and still have your own space. It is the little
society that you can observe other social roles and think about yourself. The plaza is
only a stage, and you are the director to decide what would happen here, no matter
on your own or on the others. The concept of different classes, races and genders no



longer exists. These unique characteristics make the plaza into the public space. They
are more than beautiful scenery. They shoulder important social roles and connect
the society tightly.

The occupied Public Space

Not every city is as lucky as European cities such as Copenhagen, Prague and Malmo.
It is hard to reclaim the urban space from the capital and policy especially for cities
which have no context during their historical development. Things can be even more
complicated because the public space always belongs to the government or big
companies. They have so many things to concern with and finally, the public space
turns out as the least important. The high investment and follow-up management fee
together with long periods returns makes plazas an unpleasant thing for China.
During the fast developing period in the 20th century, the Chinese government was
willing to build plazas, but it had nothing to do with a convivial public space. For the
government officials, the more construction happened during your time in the office,
the more capable you are. The land is the tools for the officials to get their
government records. As a result, the public space being built during that period turns
out to be a magnificent empty space.

1. Boston City Hall Plaza

Located in the city center, Boston City Hall Plaza(Fig.3) was built in the 1960s,
designed by Kallmann Mckinnell&Knowles. During the past decades, the piazza has
been the most dysfunctional and least loved places in Boston. There are
20000-30000 citizens pass here every day without any stopover. The plaza was
reportedly modeled after Piazza del Campo in Siene, Italy. It is multi-level and uses
red bricks and concrete. The plaza even had a fountain at the northwest corner, but
was shut down in 1977 because of the wind direction. Right after the plaza is the
massive brutalist city hall which has most of the government offices in Boston. As the
most important public space(in terms of its location and public functions), Majors in
Boston tried lots of ways to renovate the space. In 2001, Mayor Marty Walsh started
the program in Twitter to convene opinions from the public. And international
architecture companies such as Sasaki Associates and Halvorson Design also devoted
to the re-design of Boston City Hall Plaza.



Fig.3. Boston City Hall Plaza
Source: www.google.com

Both of the design proposals by Sasaki Associates and Halvorson Design emphasize
the importance of respecting the original brutalist city hall and increase the green
area. Since there will be a newly-built subway station entrance on the plaza, these
two architectural companies also begin to build a strong connection between the
main road, the plaza and the subway station. Besides the two similarities mentioned
above, both of the proposals pay attention to the human scale, which was ignored in
the old design.

The two renovation design, however, also share some difference. Based on The
Architects Newspaper, Sasaki Associates suggested on putting more public activities
in order to activate the exterior space and community engagement. They reorganized
the plaza by introducing benches, Hubway bike share stations, pop-up cafés, music
festivals, food truck gatherings and public art installations, as well as the stormwater
collector planter and micro wind turbines since Boston City Hall Plaza always suffers
from stormwater. Halvorson Design, during the same time, focuses more on the new
material and the infrastructure system.

People change a lot during the social development, so as the social structure and
urban form. It is very common to see the design renovation and transformation. The
plaza, as the place where everyone from the society can use and can influence
everyone’s life in return, witnesses these difference. By analyzing the example of
Boston City Hall Plaza, we can have some inclusions.

http://archpaper.com/2015/03/detroit-city-council-asks-graffiti-art-vandalism/
http://archpaper.com/2015/02/wind-trees-will-power-paris-place/


The strong points of Boston City Hall Plaza:
(1) Have the unique brutalist city hall as a historical continuum and urban scenery
(2) Located in the city center and public traffic is developed
(3) The original topography is very interesting
(4) The plaza has enough sunshine during most of the day

The weak points of Boston City Hall Plaza:
(1) Lack of greenery and public seats
(2) The scale of the plaza is totally without human scale
(3) In danger of stormwater
(4) The hard pavement is unfriendly to people
(5) The focus center of the plaza is an empty space rather than the crowded street
(6) There is no classify for the different kinds of space

Some advice on changing the plaza:
(1) Provide more public seats
(2) Use greenery and infrastructure to definite different space
(3) Integrate the plaza with the city public transportation
(4) Build a new ecological system to prevent the stormwater
(5) Extract the brutalist feature from the city hall to transform them as a whole
(6) Design the seating space with an interesting visual flow line
(7) Re-design the plaza with the concern of human scale
(8) Put various public activities inside

Convivial Space

As Jan Gehl suggested, the vitality of public space is the vitality of a universal social
life. It has a positive correlation between unnecessarily selected stopover, such as
communicating, seating and photographing. With the growing concern of human
themselves during the process of designing, public space becomes more and more
vibrant. Our of the limit of the land, even some indoor private spaces are
transformed into public space. The definition of public space is changing. It can be
anywhere in any form. The designer of it can be everyone.

1. Manhattan IBM Building Plaza

In order to encourage the developers to build more public space, the US government
has set up some regulations to stimulate the construction. Height-Bonus, for example,
is the stimulus policy that encourages developers by extending the height limit. As a
result, there appears more and more public space which is part of the private
building. Manhattan IBM Building Plaza(Fig.4), located on the entrance of Manhattan
IBM Building, is the semi-public space which has private land and public usage. With
walls around the plaza and a glass roof, Manhattan IBM Building plaza is not the
traditional outdoor plaza. It has enough natural light during the daytime, together



with artificial shelters. Gorgeous bamboo trees create quiet and pleasant
atmosphere to welcome more people to come in. Enough seats and free wifi
connection provide people with convenient modern life. However, the public space is
just open from 7 am to 10 pm every day, which reveals its privacy.

Fig.4. Manhattan IBM Building Indoor Plaza
Source: www.google.com

The strong points of Manhattan IBM Building Plaza:
(1) Make use of the private space in downtown
(2) Have nice natural(the bamboo and the light) and artificial environment
(3) Suitable for modern life

The weak points of Manhattan IBM Building Plaza:
(1) Conditioned by IBM building
(2) Lack of the diversity of space
(3) Will be very hot in summer
(4) The single category of greenery

Some advice on changing the plaza:
(1) Increase the type of greenery
(2) Use furniture and greenery to definite different space



(3) Classify the flow line of private and public
(4) Increase the second layer of facade and roof

2. National September 11 Memorial&Museum Plaza

“Reflecting Absence” designed by Michael Arad was chosen to be the future National
September 11 Memorial&Museum Plaza(Fig.5) in 2004. As the most important
historical memorial plaza, National September 11 Memorial&Museum Plaza is
doomed to be a grand and quite public space which has a unique meaning. This
feature determines what the plaza will be.

Fig.5. National September 11 Memorial&Museum Plaza
Source: www.google.com

The strong points of National September 11 Memorial&Museum Plaza:
(1) Make use of the old building’s base
(2) Introduce water and artificial light
(3) Combined with public art
(4) Use a suitable grand scale to memory the monumental history
(5) Enough greenery creates a quiet atmosphere
(6) Use the oak as a symbol
(7) Eco-system

The weak points of National September 11 Memorial&Museum Plaza:
(1) Lack of small-scale space which can provide more memorial behavior
(2) Lack of the organization of flow line



Some advice on changing the plaza:
(1) Add the space sequence to gradually lead people’s emotion
(2) Create some special tiny space to holds personal behavior

3. Lovejoy Fountain Plaza

Located in downtown Portland, Lovejoy Fountain Plaza(Fig.6) was completed in 1966
and named after the first landowners of the Portland town. It is the first of a series of
fountains and open spaces and connected with other fountain plazas by tree-lined
pedestrians. Besides the fountain which runs in every season, the plaza also features
a large copper-clad pavilion and its natural features.

Fig.6. Lovejoy Fountain Plaza
Source: www.google.com

The strong points of Lovejoy Fountain Plaza:
(1) Modeled after local natural features
(2) Introduce the water
(3) Use terrain to create interesting space

The weak points of Lovejoy Fountain Plaza:
(1) Lack of seats
(2) Not safe for the young and the old

Some advice on changing the plaza:
(1) Provide more seats
(2) Use rough materials to prevent people from slipping



(3) Use artificial light

Basic information about Lishui Civic Center

Located at the southwestern part of Zhejiang, China, Lishui(Fig.7) is a small city
famous for its good ecological environment and tourism resources. Lishui is known as
the “Zhejiang’s Green Valley” because of its geography features and the ecological
resources. The terrain in Lishui is dominated by mountains and hilly areas. Lishui’s
city center is embraced by mountains and a river. In terms of demography, the total
area of the main urban area in Lishui is 1502.10 square kilometers, and the
population is 460,000 in 2011. The plan for the permanent population in the central
city area is 550,000 in 2030. With the good ecological and tourism resources, Lishui is
dedicated to becoming an international ecotourism city.

Fig.7. Lovejoy Fountain Plaza
Source: by the author

Lishui (118°41'E-120°26'E, 27°25’N-28°57’N) is in the subtropical monsoon climate
zone with a mild climate. The warm winter, hot summer, humid autumn, and early
spring give Lishui enough sunshine and abundant rainfall. Eighty percent of the
precipitation occurs from March to September. The annual sunshine duration is
1676.6 hours, with the most sunshine hours in July, reaching 220.9 hours, and the
lowest in February, only 90.8 hours. The annual average temperature is 17.8°C. The
average temperature in January is 6.7°C, and the average July temperature is 28.3°C.
Extreme maximum and minimum temperature are 43.2°C and -10.7°C. The prevailing
wind direction in Lishui is the northeast wind.

Zhejiang
Lishui



The Architecture Design order

The Lishui Civic Center is located at the newly-developing political center. According
to the overall needs of the government's offices’ arrangements and the district
administrative service demand(Fig.8), the civic center project plans to build a land
area of about 29,000 square meters, which includes 66503m2 of office space, 15,655
m2 of archives, 16,560 m2 of a service center. , and auxiliary rooms and cafeteria
area. The proposed construction of a total area is about 98,718 m2.

Fig.8. Lishui Civic Center Functional Rooms Configuration Table
Source: by the author



Fig.9. Lishui Civic Center Architecture Design
Source: by the author



Fig.10. Lishui Civic Center Architecture Design ( Main Entrance)
Source: by the author



Fig.11. Master Plan of Lishui Civic Center
Source: by the author

Fig.12. The Groud Floor Plan of Lishui Civic Center
Source: by the author



Fig.13. Functional Illustration of Lishui Civic Center
Source: by the author

The civic center is composed of three main functional zones(Fig.13), which are offices
rooms, the service center and archives. The service center is the most public space
for citizens to deal with everything and has receptions. Offices rooms together with
canteens are for officials from different government departments. Archives including
a library are the place to store city archives. The main entrance of the building is
from the service center.



Public Space ( Plaza) Design

The civic center(Fig.14) is a public building and contains different kinds of
government function. In order to provide the citizens a pleasant public space, how to
design a convivial public space becomes important. However, the former architecture
form of the civic center makes the main plaza invisible to citizens. By analysing its
urban context(Fig.15-Fig.20) and local plants and animals(Fig.21-Fig.23), how to
make the central plaza friendly to citizens would be the crucial design task. In terms
of design method, with entrances for three main parts of the building, we can figure
out the people flow line(Fig.24) based on their regular routines and therefore
redefine the space character(Fig.25). Meanwhile, since three parts of the civic center
all have their strong function and served people, how to use the adjacent space and
who will use them can be clear. Therefore, different public space would have their
own character and serve the different group of people. Also, Lishui is famous for its
roller skating and tennis sports. To activate the public space, these sports activities
can be added.

Based on the above analysis, public spaces in the civic center can be divided into
three part, which are the indoor plaza(located at the main entrance of the service
center to provide citizens with a good waiting room), the roof plaza(including a
garden for canteens, a medicinal plants zone, a fragrant plants zone, an ornamental
flowering plants zone and a sports park) and the citizen plaza(the central plaza serves
for everyone).

Fig.14. Lishui Civic Center Architecture Design
Source: by the author



Fig.15. Site Analysis of Urban Context
Source: by the author



Fig.16. Surrounding buildings from different direction
Source: photoed by the author



Fig.17. Surrounding buildings from different direction
Source: photoed by the author

Fig.18. Site Analysis of Urban Context
Source: by the author



Fig.19. Site Photo
Source: photoed by the author

Fig.20. Site Photo
Source: photoed by the author



Fig.21. Chosen Local Flora&Fauna for every plaza
Source: by the author



Fig.22. Chosen Local Flora&Fauna for every plaza
Source: by the author



Fig.23. Chosen Local Flora&Fauna in Different Season
Source: by the author



Fig.24. The Analysis of People Flow Line
Source: by the author

Fig.25. The Analysis of Different Space Character
Source: by the author



The Ground Floor Plaza

Fig.26. The Ground Floor Plan of Lishui Civic Center Plaza
Source: by the author

The ground floor plaza is mainly divided into two parts, which are the central
basketball court(Fig.33) and four entrance plazas(Fig.27-Fig.30). In order to attract
people into the invisible central plaza, the sound becomes an important design



element. That is why the sports center is introduced. People sit around at the stairs
to enjoy the game and the nice scent of flowers. For all of the entrance plazas, water
is used as a clue to show people the way. After analysing the people flow and the
architectural function, the ground floor plazas will have different characters to serve
different people. Near the office building and the service center are the waiting
garden with chairs(Fig.31) and season garden with different plants(Fig.32). A
cafe(Fig.34) which is near the commercial and residential area can be used as the
daily meeting point for local citizens. The sound, the smell together with the water,
shape the ground floor plaza with different characters.

1. 4 Attraction Points

Four entrance plazas, including an indoor green area, are used as attraction meeting
points to guide citizens into the central park. In order to keep the consistency, water
and linear element are the most important design element to show citizens the way
and also create a nice atmosphere. Plazas have the same floor material, plants, chairs
and other urban furniture.

Fig.27. The Indoor Green Area Near the Main Entrance
Source: by the author



Fig.28. The Western Entrance Plaza Near the Secondary Main Road
Source: by the author

Fig.29. The Eastern Entrance Plaza Near the Secondary Main Road
Source: by the author



Fig.30. The Southern Entrance Plaza Near the Residential Area
Source: by the author

2. 2 Waiting Rooms

Fig.31. Small Waiting Garden Near the Main Entrance of the Office Building
Source: by the author



Fig.32. The Season Garden Near the Entrance to the Central Plaza
Source: by the author

3. 1 Basketball Court

Fig.33. The Central Basketball Court
Source: by the author



4. 1 Cafe

Fig.34. The Cafe Near the Commercial and Residential Area
Source: by the author



The Roof Floor Plaza

Fig.35. The Roof Floor Plan of Lishui Civic Center Plaza
Source: by the author

The roof floor of the civic center plaza is divided into three parts, which are a private
lunch garden(Fig.36) near the office building, two sports center(Fig.37) and a secret
garden(Fig.38). The lunch garden will mainly serve the officers from the civic center



as their relaxing place. Sports center, including basketball courts and tennis courts
can be open to citizens. The secret garden contains a medicinal plants zone, a
fragrant plants zone, and an ornamental flowering plants zone, where can be a good
choice for citizens who don’t like sports.

1. 1 Lunch Garden

Fig.36. The Lunch Garden Near the Office Building
Source: by the author



2. 2 Sports Center

Fig.37. Basketball Courts and Tennis Courts
Source: by the author

3. 1 Flora& Fauna

Fig.38. The Secret Garden
Source: by the author



Fig.39. The Roof Floor Plan of Lishui Civic Center Plaza
Source: by the author

The strong points of Lishui Civic Center Plaza:
(1) The civic center guarantee stream of people
(2) Enough sunshine together with sunshade
(3) The civic center provides different kinds of space form
(4) Multi-functional architecture



(5) Different levels of space quality

The weak points of Lishui Civic Center Plaza:
(1) Embraced by buildings gives a sense of privacy
(2) Fragmentary space
(3) The accessibility
(4) The disorder of people flow

Proposals on designing the plaza:
(1) Divided the public spaces into different parts which serve different people
(2) Add sports activities
(3) Use water, smell and sound as clues
(4) Make the central plaza as the most attractive part

Conclusion

Public space belongs to everyone. The way to show the equality in the urban area
can be increasing the accessibility, decorating with beautiful elements. To sum it up,
we need to create a convivial public space, for everyone. But what is necessary for
creating a convivial public space? The vibrant public activities? The comfortable
urban furniture? Or the beautiful scenery? Personally speaking, a good public space
may come from the understanding of the surroundings. It can be as simple but
powerful as National September 11 Memorial&Museum Plaza and without any
unnecessary detail. It can be as changeable as Manhattan IBM Building Plaza that can
transform its role from the public to private. It can also be as delicate as Lovejoy
Fountain Plaza which provides an interesting playground for everyone. But first of all,
they all come from their urban context. And then, the designers should think about
how could people use the space? What is the meaning of its past and future? What
could space bring with? Public spaces are more than aesthetics, they are social issues
as well as the environmental problem. Based on the basic design methods, start
thinking about the social and environmental surroundings, and care more about the
human being and other lovely creatures, these may be the necessary elements for
designing a convivial public space.

Although the function of public spaces changes a lot, so as the urban and social
environment, the key point of creating a convivial space will not change. Apart from
the ecological and aesthetic function, public spaces shoulder more social meanings.
It is a pleasant place for everyone without any unfair and class struggle. It is a
comfortable place for people to be with strangers. It is a place which can make
people out of their concrete cages and have a positive interaction with society. A
good public space cannot be painted. It should be shaped, with the understanding of
its surroundings and the basic need of human beings. Then, the public spaces can
have the power to affect the society, to help citizens to reclaim the right to the city.
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